
Bulldog B-SMART Wireless Battery Monitors 
Positively powering your battery optimization program

SIMPLE • LABOR-EFFICIENT • COST-EFFECTIVE

 

Why B-SMART?

Maximized  
operational life

Consistent battery  
performance

Reduced  
maintenance costs

Increased uptime

Less labor  
required

Don’t let battery issues take down your operation
Once your batteries begin showing signs of reduced performance, it’s probably 
too late to recover lost productivity and the usable life and performance of the 
battery has likely been diminished. 

Traditional preventive maintenance programs have attempted to maximize 
battery life and performance, but require inefficient, labor-intensive practices 
that drain productivity and uptime:

• Taking each lift truck out of operation (even those not requiring maintenance)

• Removing the battery

• Manual inspection and measurement of voltage, electrolytes and water levels

The costs of traditional preventive maintenance programs can add up quickly.  
Now there’s a better way...

Our battery optimization program powered by B-SMART wireless battery 
monitors is designed to save your operation both time and money by identifying 
issues before they affect your operations, all without disrupting your workflow.

Here’s how it works:

1   We’ll schedule regular visits to your facility to gather data from all in-
service batteries. No need to stop operations. All of our batteries are 
enabled with the latest in wireless battery monitoring technology. 

2   Our technician will download the data from each battery in service, then 
prepare a detailed optimization report identifying which batteries require 
service and what needs to be done. 

3   Our battery optimization team will work with you to schedule and 
perform maintenance at the opportune time, limiting operational 
interruptions and improving uptime.

To begin optimizing your battery 
fleet, talk to your Bulldog Battery 
dealer today.



Our battery optimization program is powered by the B-SMART wireless 
battery monitoring system, which comes standard on every Bulldog 
battery. The B-SMART monitoring system:

Tracks vital information

• Battery performance parameters

• Voltage, temperature and current

• Measurements during charge, discharge and idle states

• Charge intervals 

Logs relevant data

• Changes in battery performance vs. established parameters

• Stores up to 10,000 events per battery

Transfers data wirelessly

•  Information for every battery is available for reporting  
and analysis 

•  Eliminates the need to pull individual batteries  
for assessment
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About Bulldog B-SMART Wireless Battery Monitors 
POSITIVELY POWERING YOUR WORLD

Our wireless battery 
monitor isn’t just smart...  

  It’s Bulldog SMART
Specific:  optimize your battery fleet

Measurable: data-driven insights

Achievable: realistic recommendations

Relevant: tailored to your operation

Timely:  no unnecessary operational  
interruptions  

To begin positively powering your operation and optimizing your battery fleet,  
contact your Bulldog Battery dealer today to select the right program for your operation.


